
World Vegan Day was celebrated by the
students of Class V  on November 1, 2021
to spread the benefits of consuming a
plant-based diet.  All the students were told
about the vegan lifestyle and how it is 
 beneficial for human health, protects the
well-being of animals, and also helps in
protecting the environment. Students made
vegan dishes and shared favourite vegan
recipes with their classmates and teacher.
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DIWALI CELEBRATION

Diwali is the festival of lights which is
celebrated in various regions across India. 
Children of Classes  Nursery, I and II celebrated
Diwali on 2nd November'21 by taking part in
various activities. They made elegant
bandhanwars, cards and colourful paper diyas.
The students of class Nursery dressed up as
various characters from the Ramayana, depicted
the story of Lord Rama  spreading the message of
victory of good over evil. Teachers explained the
importance of Diwali and  applauded the efforts
of the children and urged them to celebrate a
clean, green and safe Diwali.



DIWALI CELEBRATION



CHILDREN'S DAY

 To make the day a memorable for our little ones, teachers and students
celebrated Children’s Day on 12th  November 2021with full enjoyment. The
tiny tots  of Nursery &K.G and primary students of classes III to V dressed up
as per different themes like colourful dresses, crazy hairstyles, cartoon
characters, animals getup and retro look of 80's and 90's. The celebrations
began with the talk on significance of the day ,followed by variety of fun
filled activities and games planned by the teachers for their children. 
The students were overwhelmed and enjoyed the day.



CHILDREN'S DAY



GURU NANAK JAYANTI

To commemorate 552nd Birth anniversary of  Shri
Guru Nanak Dev Ji , Mool Mantra recitation and
its explanation was done  on 18th November, 2021
in classes III to V. All  the students  participated in
the recitation and teachings of Shri Guru Nanak
Dev Ji were told by Ms. Soma Chakraborty .

The whole atmosphere was blissful with the
enchanting voices of the students during the  Mool
Mantra.



SHOW AND TELL 

To improve the communication and descriptive
skills in children “Show and Tell” activity was
organised for class II students on 24th
November,2021.  They described the objects with
a lot of confidence, facial expressions and voice
modulation.  All the students participated in the
activitiy with full zeal and enthusiasm .



CONSTITUTION DAY

“Constitution is not a mere lawyers document, it is a vehicle of Life, and its spirit is
always the spirit of Age.”

Dr B.R. Ambedkar
The constitution day is celebrated across India on November 26th every year to
observe the adoption of the constitution of India. This day is also known as Samvidhan
Divas or National Law Day. On this day of the year 1949, the constituent assembly of
India adopted the constitution of India that came into effect on November
26,1950.This year Constitution Day was  celebrated as a part of 'Azadi Ki Amrit
Mahotsav. Hon'ble President of lndia will be leading the celebrations of Constitution
Day live from Central Hall of Parliament. The ministry of Parliamentary Affairs
provided the opportunity to the students to participate in these celebrations which
included Preamble reading and a Quiz on Constitution. 
The students of class VIII participated with full enthusiasm and they all were being
provided with certificates. This was an enlightening experience for the students.



My Favourite Cartoon Character

The cartoon has always been an important part of
child's growing years.They always connect
themselves to the cartoon characters.
Children are generally fascinated by the
superpowers, costumes and different actions of the
characters of cartoons. To keep this in mind, "My
Favourite Cartoon Character" activity was done in
class Nursery. All the students dressed up in the
attire of their favourite cartoon character. This
activity helped in building confidence and enhanced
their speaking skills.

TOM JERRY



JOURNEY OF SIKKIM 

Tucked away in the majestic Himalayas lies the small, quaint hill-city of Sikkim.
Blessed with scenic beauty, rich cultural and ethnic diversity, the state has
emerged as the best tourist spot for Indians and foreigners. From picturesque
tourist attractions like Gangtok, Pelling, Lachung and Namchi to
mouthwatering Sikkimese cuisine to snow-capped mountains, Sikkim has it all!
Despite being one of the smallest, obscure states in India, Sikkim is widely
known for its hospitality, natural beauty, multicultural diversity and ethnic
cuisine.    Students of class VI-VIII prepared power point presentations to
escalate more about this paradise of Botanists.



A reader’s emotions can be sparked with few
words. That’s the power of dialogue.”
 
A conversation with proper dialogues
channels a profound emotion which excites
and binds the reader or the listener. To make
our students capable of harnessing that power
a  “DIALOGUE DELIVERY” activity was
organised for Grade 5  students based on their
chapter. All the students participated whole
heartedly and  outshined

DIALOGUE DELIVERY



Tree plantation is not just something that should be done; instead, it is
a necessity, the urgent need of the hour. Planting of trees is especially
important to protect our environment against air pollution and global
warming. To this end, our young volunteers  of 'JAGANNATH
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL'  have been actively involved in  tree
plantation campaigns. Children not only planted the saplings but also
pledge to take care of them always.

TREE PLANTATION
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